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Abstract.

The SPECT technique is based on inverse Radon transformation with
digital ltering inside. The Metz, Hanning and Butterworth lters are used in
standard software packages. The resulting images were subjects of multidimensional
PCA based on extended Oja learning. The resulting 2D maps of various lters were
obtained as results of MATLAB calculations.
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Introduction

The general question of optimum ltering or rather de-noising arises during the computer processing of SPECT images. The ltering of digital image occurs in frequency domain inside
the complex process of inverse Radon transformation. The Metz, Hanning and Butterworth
lters of various order, cuto and enhancement are frequently used as built-in tools inside the
commercial software packages. The article investigates the technique for SPECT lter categorization using Oja neuron for principal component analysis of de-noised 2D images. The
rst two principal components were used for the mapping of properties of various lters with
di erent parameters. The standard software for the analysis of Oja neuron and its learning
paradigm has been well known since 1982. The linear neuron is learn to obtain the main eigenvector and eigenvalue of signal covariance matrix. Lately the previous principle was extended
to the other eigenvalues and eigenvectors. It enables to compare the results with referential
lter used in practice. The step from referential Metz lter toward Butterworth lters with
enhancement is then possible to plan.
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Filter Description

There are three types of built-in lters included in the standard software for the inverse Radon
transformation. The Metz lter is described by its frequency spectrum as
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The Hanning lter is the second one and its frequency spectrum is
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where FH (!) is the spectral function, ! is a frequency, A is the enhancement parameter (A = 0),
B is a self-adjusting parameter, n is the order of Hanning lter and Nq = Nq(cuto ) is the
Nyquist frequency.

Finally, the Butterworth lter is described by the frequency spectrum
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where FB (w) is the spectral function, ! is a frequency, A  0 is the enhancement parameter,
B is a self-adjusting parameter, n is the order of Butterworth lter and Nq = Nq(cuto ) is
the Nyquist frequency.
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Extended Oja Learning

Let X be original pattern set. Let NORMALIZE(X) be function for pattern set normalization. The OJA(X) be function for nding the main eigenvalue and corresponding eigenvector.
Let P ROJ(X; w)
~ be function for projection into orthogonal subspace. Then the Extended
Oja Learning is de ned as
X1 = NORMALIZE(X)
for s = 1; : : : ; H :

(s ; w~s ) = OJA(Xs )

Xs+1 = P ROJ(Xs; w~s)
The results of extended method are
H
~ = (1 j : : : jH ) 2 (R+
0) ;

W = (w~1j : : : jw~H ) 2 Rn

Now Y = X1 W is a picture of given pattern set and
Eff =
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is the eÆciency of the transformation.
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Experimental Part

The Extended Oja Learning was realized in the Matlab environment as a set of functions
for normalization, Oja learning, projection and the main function for the whole method (see
Figs. 5{8). Then one scan of vessel system of human brain was measured using the SPECT
technique. The Metz lter of 3rd order with cuto = 31 was used rst as referential lter
because of frequently used for a good practical purposes on given apparatus.
After this rst experiment the Metz lters were studied for various orders n = 2; : : : ; 5 and
cuto s = 31; : : : 43. The resulting 2D images were proceeded as vectors using the Extended
Oja Learning. The result of principle component analysis (PCA) is demonstrated in Fig. 1.
First two components PCA1 , PCA2 were directly obtained from matrix Y as PCA1 = yk1,
PCA2 = yk2 for H = 2 where k = 1; : : : ; m is the index of lter. The values 1 , 2 are rst two
elements of vector ~. Every Metz lter is represented by empty circle except referential lter
which is black one. Filters of the same order are connected by lines. The number in the circle
neighborhood represents the value of cuto . The extreme values of normalized components
PCA1 =11=2 , PCA2 =12=2 represent extreme cases of ltering by Metz lter while the referential
lter is near the center. It means the referential Metz lter is a good compromise from the
others.

The Hanning lters were studied in the third experiment. The poor properties of Hanning
lters of various orders n = 2; : : : ; 6 and cuto s = 10; : : : ; 18 are demonstrated in Fig. 2. The
black circle with the minimum value of PCA2 is the symbol of referential Metz lter again. The
Hanning lter of 2nd order and cuto = 10 is the nearest lter to the referential one. The other
Hanning lters are worse. Then using the Hanning lters for SPECT brain map de-noising is
not recommended.
The fourth experiment was oriented to Butterworth lters without enhancement. The resulting PCA map is demonstrated in Fig. 3. Every Butterworth lter is represented by empty
circle and the referential Metz lter is black one. Filters of the same order are connected by
lines. The number in the circle neighborhood represents the value of cuto . The extreme
values of normalized components PCA1 =11=2 , PCA2 =12=2 represent extreme cases of ltering
by Butterworth lter. The Butterwoth lter of 5th with cuto = 14 the nearest to the referential Metz lter. Then the Butterworth lters recommended both for technical and biomedical
applications are able to substitute the referential Metz lter.
The last experiment began with the best Butterworth lter of the 5th order and cuto = 14
without any enhancement. Then the in uence of enhancement and cuto were studied for
the Butterworth lters of 5th order. The resulting PCA map is in Fig. 4 where the solid line
connects the lters of the same cuto and the dotted line connects the lters of the same value
of enhancement.
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Conclusions

The technique of principal component analysis based on Oja learning was used for SPECT
built-in lter comparative study. The referential Metz lter as subjective optimum one was
used for the other lter mapping. The main results of comparative study are recognizing
the inadequate properties of Hanning lter and very good properties of Butterworth lter for
SPECT brain vessel analysis. The Butterworth lter of 5th order is very close to the referential
Metz lter. Using the 2% (0.020) enhancement the better subjective result was obtained. The
side product of our work is the methodology of objective lter mapping with single subjective
optimum referential lter including the general software for PCA analysis of large 2D images
with thousands of pixels. The comparative methodology is also recommended in the cases of
referential lter absence.
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Figure 1: Metz lters

Figure 2: Hanning lters

Figure 3: Butterworth lters without enhancement

Figure 4: Butterworth lter of 5th order
with enhancement
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function [x,ex,dx]=ojanormalize(x)
[m,n]=size(x);
ex=mean(x);
for j=1:n
x(:,j)=x(:,j)-ex(j);
end
dx=zeros(1,n);
for j=1:n
dx(j)=sum(x(:,j).^2)/(m-1);
end
dx=max(dx,1e-100);
for j=1:n
x(:,j)=x(:,j)/sqrt(dx(j));
end

Figure 5: Function ojanormalize

function [w,y,lambda]=ojalearn(x,zeta0,n0,nmax)
[m,n]=size(x);
w=ones(n,1)/sqrt(n);
for k=1:nmax
zeta=zeta0*min(1,n0/k);
i=unidrnd(m,1,1);
y=x(i,:)*w;
w=w+zeta*y*(x(i,:)'-y*w);
w=w/norm(w);
end
y=x*w;
if max(w)<-min(w)
w=-w;
end
lambda=sum(y.*y)/m;

Figure 6: Function ojalearn

function x=ojanext(x,w)
[m,n]=size(x);
for i=1:m
xxx=x(i,:);
x(i,:)=xxx-(xxx*w)*w';
end

Figure 7: Function ojanext

function [w,y,lambda,ex,dx]=ojapca(x,h,zeta0,n0,nmax)
% PCA using Oja learning
% [w,y,lambda,ex,dx]=ojapca(x,h,zeta0,n0,nmax);
% w ...... weight matrix (n,h)
% y ...... output matrix (m,h)
% lambda eigenvalue vector (1,h)
% ex ..... average x vector (1,n)
% dx ..... variance x vector (1,n)
% x ...... input matrix (m,n)
% h ...... PCA dimension (defaoult=2)
% zeta0 .. learning rate (defaoult=0.5)
% n0 ..... searching period (defaoult=1)
% nmax ... number of Oja learning steps (defaoult=100000*n0)
% Example:
% [w,y,lambda,ex,dx]=ojapca([1 2 3; 3 4 5; 5 6 7; 7 8 9; 9 10 11]);
[x,ex,dx]=ojanormalize(x);
disp('normalized')
if nargin==1; h=2; end
if nargin<=2; zeta0=0.5; end
if nargin<=3; n0=1; end
if nargin<=4; nmax=100000*n0; end
w=[];
y=[];
lambda=[];
for k=1:h
[ww,yy,ll]=ojalearn(x,zeta0,n0,nmax);
disp('learned')
w=[w ww];
y=[y yy];
lambda=[lambda ll];
if k<h
x=ojanext(x,ww);
disp('next')
end
end

Figure 8: Function ojapca

